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The Tao Of Inner Peace
Credited to the sage Lao Tzu, the Tao Te Ching is "one of the true classics of world literature"
that sums up the spiritual essence of life and has left countless people wondering how they
can follow the rhythm of nature. Uncovering the true meaning of the passages - that were
written thousands of years ago in classical Chinese on bamboo, silk, and paper manuscripts
using intentionally vague wording - is sort of like piecing together a puzzle. This book is a
lovely rendition of a timeless masterpiece. Early adds a touch of whimsy and humor to the old
telling and makes it so accessible to modernity.
After best-selling author Dr. Wayne W. Dyer left the physical plane in 2015, psychic medium
Karen Noé began receiving very profound and specific messages from him for his family —and
for the world. While Wayne comes through to Karen singularly, he also comes through together
with a group of other celestial beings called the We Guides, which includes Saint Francis of
Assisi and countless other angels and ascended masters. Wayne and the We Guides share 33
concepts that make up the We Consciousness —and they all point toward your becoming an
instrument of peace. In order to extend peace outside of yourself, you must first feel peace
within yourself. You must expect to see peace everywhere, and acknowledge the infinite peace
that you are. Then you must live that identity to the fullest. After understanding and applying
these ideas, you will be able to create miracles in your life and the lives of others as well.
You’ll learn how to create heaven right here on earth.
Studies have shown it takes only 21 days for a new habit to take root. If there's a spiritual
interest you've always wanted to take advantage of, the answer is just 21 days away with the
21 Days to Mastery Series. Dr Wayne W. Dyer is considered to be one of today's top spiritual
teachers, known worldwide for his warm, insightful wisdom on transforming your life. This
innovative new title will show you that in just 21 days you can let go of negative mindsets and
move past long term problems, become open to the joy that is present all around you and find
inspiration to lead the life of your dreams. The easy-to-follow principles in this short book give
you all you need to find a goal in life that is spiritually fulfilling and overflowing with happiness.
Living life with an open heart and a clear purpose is only 21 days away, using the 'father of selfmotivation''s incredible life-lessons.
THOMAS CLEARY is the pre-eminent translator of Buddhist and Taoist texts, including 'The
Essential Tao', 'The Essential Confucius', 'The Secret of the Golden Flower', and the bestselling 'The Art of War'. "For Muslims the whole of the Qur'an is
'Of ways you may speak, but not the Perennial Way; By names you may name, but not the
Perennial Name.' The best-loved of all the classical books of China and the most universally
popular, the Daodejing or Classic of the Way and Life-Force is a work that defies definition. It
encapsulates the main tenets of Daoism, and upholds a way of being as well as a philosophy
and a religion. The dominant image is of the Way, the mysterious path through the whole
cosmos modelled on the great Silver River or Milky Way that traverses the heavens. A lifegiving stream, the Way gives rise to all things and holds them in her motherly embrace. It
enables the individual, and society as a whole, to harmonize the disparate demands of daily
life and achieve a more profound level of understanding. This new translation draws on the
latest archaeological finds and brings out the word play and poetry of the original. Simple
commentary accompanies the text, and the introduction provides further historical and
interpretative context. ABOUT THE SERIES: For over 100 years Oxford World's Classics has
made available the widest range of literature from around the globe. Each affordable volume
reflects Oxford's commitment to scholarship, providing the most accurate text plus a wealth of
other valuable features, including expert introductions by leading authorities, helpful notes to
clarify the text, up-to-date bibliographies for further study, and much more.
"We need to open our eyes to see life itself as a gift, and perceive the goodness embedded
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everywhere. Every day is a blessing, and every moment is an opportunity to express the Tao."
-Derek Lin In Eastern wisdom traditions, it is taught that practicing one small bit of wisdom
each day will add up to a life of insight and joy. This volume of 365 life-transforming readings
brings the sacred teachings of the Tao to our everyday lives. The Tao of Joy Every Day
contains Taoist sayings, insights, and stories-all designed to clearly provide understanding of
what makes our lives meaningful, especially in a world that can seem hurried and crazed. For
the spiritual reader interested in books that can expand awareness and sensitivity to everyday
life, The Tao of Joy Every Day is a great gift that will provide enlightenment for 365 days and
beyond, laying the groundwork for a lifetime of happiness.
As a girl growing up in Hong Kong, Eva Wong heard and memorized many tales told to her by
Hong Kong's finest professional storytellers, by actors on the radio, and by her grandmother.
These popular tales of the Taoist immortals were also often dramatized in Chinese operas.
The stories are of famous characters in Chinese history and myth: a hero's battle with the lords
of evil, the founder of the Ming dynasty's treacherous betrayal of his friends, a young girl who
saves her town by imitating rooster calls. Entertaining and often provocative, these tales
usually include a moral. The immortals are role models in Chinese culture, as well as examples
of enlightenment. Some of the immortals were healers, some were social activists, some were
aristocrats, and some were entrepreneurs. The tales chosen by Eva Wong here are of the bestknown immortals among the Chinese. Their names are household words and their stories are
told and retold by one generation to the next.
How to connect with universal energy for inner peace, happiness, and individual and global
healing • How to transform the energy around us into positive loving energy • How to perform
the World Link meditation to unite with global consciousness • How to fuse the observing mind,
the conscious mind, and the mind of awareness Western science now recognizes the three
“minds” associated with the three tan tiens of Taoism: the observing mind centered in the
brain, the conscious mind centered in the heart, and the mind of awareness centered in the
lower abdomen. By unifying the three minds--what in Chinese is called Yi--we can transform
the energy around us into positive loving energy and be empowered to manifest our goals and
dreams. This can lead to a more balanced, less negative way of life and offers a way to gain
inner peace, wholeness, and happiness as well as the ability to heal yourself and others. In
The Healing Energy of Shared Consciousness, Master Mantak Chia shows how to fuse the
three minds and form the Protective Sacred Circle of Fire, which creates a seal around us
allowing in only good energy and intentions. He explains step-by-step how to perform the
World Link meditation to connect with global and universal energy for inner peace, happiness,
and healing. Accessible even for those who have never worked with the Universal Healing
Tao, this practice offers a way to unite people all over the world in a form of shared
consciousness that amplifies collective loving energy to benefit the world.

You hold in your hand an invitation: To remember the transforming power of
forgiveness and lovingkindness. To remember that no matter where you are and what
you face, within your heart peace is possible. In this beautiful and graceful little book,
internationally renowned Buddhist teacher and meditation master Jack Kornfield has
collected age-old teachings, modern stories, and time-honored practices for bringing
healing, peace, and compassion into our daily lives. Just to read these pages offers
calm and comfort. The practices contained here offer meditations for you to discover a
new way to meet life’s greatest challenges with acceptance, joy, and hope.
Taoism: The Ultimate Guide to Mastering Taoism and Discovering True Inner Peace for
Life! Learn everything you need to know about Taoism, its teachings and how to get
started on your way to becoming a Taoist This book is for those looking for enlighten
and peacefulness, and are looking into pursuing a Taoist path to achieve these goals.
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Religion and spirituality have always provided us with a way to deal with the hardships
of life. Taoism, however, offer more than that; it offers a way to understand the universe
and truly become a part of it. You will learn everything you want to know about Taoism
in the beginning of your journey.You will also be provided with everything you need to
know in order to successfully start Taoism. By the time you finish reading this book you
are going to be able to see the universe under a different light. Our modern life
emphasizes actions, expectations and promotes judgment of oneself and of others. If
you are considering a Taoist path, odds are you are not meeting the desired results
from this lifestyle and attitude, and are looking for an alternative that can give you real
happiness. Why You Must Have This Book! > In this book you will learn how to
meditate, and how to view the world from a completely new perspective. > This book
will teach you the steps needed to get insight into the truth of the world and its
continuous cycle that ties opposites in a never-ending process that Taoists believe is
linked to immortality. > In this book you will learn how to keep a positive mindset that
pushes you through the barriers created by your own mind and by years of viewing the
world and dealing with it in a way you were told, not a way you chose. > This book will
guide you through the challenge of taking the first hesitant steps towards a completely
new and exciting way of life. > This book will teach you how to enjoy life and finally
reach the peace and happiness you have always looked for. > In this book you will
learn the reasons and rationales behind the thoughts and principles of Taoism What
You'll Discover from the Book "Taoism: The Ultimate Guide to Mastering Taoism and
Discovering True Inner Peace for Life!" ** Why you need to differentiate religious and
philosophical Taoism. ** How to change your life by changing yourself from within. **
Step by step instructions on meditation and Taoism. **The importance of non-action,
emptiness and stillness. **What to do to become a Taoist today. **How to conquer your
fears. Let's Learn Together! Hurry! For a limited time you can download "Taoism: The
Ultimate Guide to Mastering Taoism and Discovering True Inner Peace for Life!" for a
special discounted price of only $2.99 Download Your Copy Right Now Before It's Too
Late! Just Scroll to the top of the page and select the Buy Button. ----- TAGS: Taoism,
Tao, Zen, Chakras, Meditation
Explore the ancient and mysterious secret wisdom of Taoism! Are you curious about
Taoism? Would you like to know more about the wisdom of the Ancient Chinese? Do
you want to achieve inner peace and happiness? If so, then Taoism: The Complete
Guide to Learning Taoism For Beginners - Achieve Inner Peace and Happiness in Your
Life is the perfect audiobook for you. It provides essential insights into the Tao for
beginners and anyone interested in learning more about this fascinating lifestyle. This
audiobook can change your life for the better! You'll discover fascinating perspectives
on Taoism, such as: Practical Taoism God and Taoism The history of Taoism Truth and
Taoism How did Taoism begin? How can you begin to understand its secrets? How
does Taoism function in the everyday world? You can discover the ancient Chinese
history of Taoism, and understand how the Tao describes the source and the driving
force behind everything that exists. You'll learn about the School of Yin Yang, the Laozi
text, and the compilation of the Daozang. This audiobook even explains how, even
today, Taoism remains one of the most popular Chinese religions!
Nowadays, people search Sun Tsu's ancient war manual for business strategies. Going
deeper, Grant Schnarr finds how to defeat our true enemy- our own negativity. Read by
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rock stars and military generals, here are brilliant tactics for enlisting higher powers,
outwitting self-destruction, and championing integrity and love.
Translated more often than any other book except the Bible, the Tao Te Ching has
been a spiritual guide for centuries, helping millions find peace within themselves, with
each other, and with the natural world around them. Written in workbook style,
complete with exercises, questionnaires, journal-keeping techniques, and affirmations,
The Tao of Inner Peace translates the ancient Eastern philosophy into a plan for
contemporary Western living. Diane Dreher, Ph.D., shows the way to: * Bring greater
joy, fulfillment, and creativity to daily life * Heal the body and spirit * Build selfacceptance and self-esteem * Resolve conflict * Reverse negative cycles of emotion *
Understand life as a process of changes and challenges With its lively, demystifying
approach, The Tao of Inner Peace shows how the Tao can be a powerful source of
growth, inspiration, and peace.
The first book in the Mindfulness Essentials Series by Zen Master Thich Nhat Hanh,
How to Sit offers clear, simple directions and inspiration for anyone wanting to explore
mindfulness meditation. In short, single-paragraph chapters, Nhat Hanh shares detailed
instructions, guided breathing exercises and visualizations, as well as his own personal
stories and insights. This pocket-sized book is perfect for those brand new to sitting
meditation as well as for those looking to deepen their spiritual practice. With sumi ink
drawings by Jason DeAntonis.
Master Taoism and Achieve Inner Peace Today!Thousands of years ago, a man named
Lao Tzu wrote a book that changed the world. In the Tao Te Ching, Lao Tzu laid out his
philosophy, describing the importance of harmony, the balance of opposing forces, and
the creative, guiding force that flowed through all the universe-the Tao. In the
intervening years, Taoism has grown into one of the world's major religions. Taoism
reigned in China for centuries before it was displaced by communism and spread to
other parts of the world. Today, Taoism is experiencing renewed popularity in Asia,
along with new interest in the United States and other western countries . Among
westerners, Taoist beliefs are commonly misunderstood. Taoism is not simply a
philosophy, but a complex belief system complete with scriptures, deities, and spiritual
practices. While many may choose to only learn the philosophies behind Taoism, there
is much more to the religion-and it can all help you to align yourself with the Tao. If you
find yourself plagued with questions about the universe and how you should live your
life, Taoism may have the answers for you. In Taoism, you can find the keys to living
simply, releasing stress, and finding harmony between yourself and everything around
you. You do not have to struggle against nature and the ways of the universe; instead,
you can discover the natural flow of the world around you and embrace the peace and
harmony of a Taoist life. What you will learn.....* The origins and history of Taoism *
Taoist texts, from the Tao Te Ching to the Daozang * The philosophies of Taoism,
including yin and yang, wu wei, and the Tao. * The major deities of the Taoist pantheon
and the legends that surround them * Practices related to Taoism and how you can
apply them to your life So don't delay get your copy today
Whether you're a first-time gardener or a veteran, you'll find something to inspire you in
this beautifully written book that reveals the myriad ways in which working in a garden
can enhance your life and deepen your connection to the world. Season by season,
Diane Dreher leads you through a journey of peace and renewal. A monthly set of
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gardening tasks helps you plan, design, and care for your garden, along with
illuminating details of gardening history, lore, and tradition. But here you'll also find
ways to tend your own inner garden: how to plant seeds of ideas and dreams, weed out
bad habits, and design new challenges one step at a time. Brimming with life-enhancing
strategies and filled with words of wisdom that will invigorate your spirit, Inner
Gardening is a book to treasure and use every day, indoors and out.

With its lively, demystifying approach, The Tao of Inner Peace shows how the
Tao can be a powerful and calming source of growth, inspiration, and well-being
in times of conflict and anxiety. Translated more often than any other book except
the Bible, the Tao Te Ching has been a spiritual guide for centuries, helping
millions find peace within themselves, with each other, and with the natural world
around them. Written in workbook style, complete with exercises, questionnaires,
journal-keeping techniques, and affirmations, The Tao of Inner Peace translates
the ancient Eastern philosophy into a plan for contemporary Western living.
Diane Dreher, Ph.D., shows the way to: • Bring greater joy, fulfillment, and
creativity to daily life • Heal the body and spirit • Build self-acceptance and selfesteem • Resolve conflict • Reverse negative cycles of emotion • Understand life
as a process of changes and challenges An essential handbook for mental
wellness, The Tao of Inner Peace adapts the principles of Tao to today’s world,
showing us how to integrate the many facets of our everyday lives to create a
balanced, dynamic, harmonious whole.
Eliminating Stress, Finding Inner Peace is an important step on the healing
journey. Stress kills—there’s no doubt. It eats away at you, affecting your level of
happiness, as well as your stomach lining. It raises your blood pressure and
directly harms your cardiovascular system. It depresses your immune system
and allows chronic illnesses to overwhelm you—causing pain, disability, and even
death. Basically, stress prevents you from experiencing life’s many pleasures.
Stress is a mental state that can cause severe negative emotional and physical
consequences. It can be entirely eliminated, or at least greatly lessened, by
adjusting our understanding and attitudes, and by learning simple, yet very
effective, relaxation techniques. This book, with its accompanying stressreduction audio download, will help you deeply relax. It will enable you to release
the acute and chronic tension you constantly carry in your body and mind. It can
also help you remove the blocks and obstacles to your inner peace and
contentment, and prevent stress-related illness and disease. To heal yourself in
this manner is an act of self-love, because you’re taking the time and expending
the energy to work on yourself physically and emotionally, thereby bringing more
joy into your life. You’ll find that regular practice with the audio will produce
profound, long-lasting results.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part
of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public
domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the
United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity
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(individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. Scholars
believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved,
reproduced, and made generally available to the public. To ensure a quality
reading experience, this work has been proofread and republished using a format
that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy-toread typeface. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and
thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and
relevant.
A treatise and interpretation of Lao Tzu's Tao Te Ching by Dennis M Waller. The
Tao is an ancient philosophy of living in the natural world. It shows the way of
how to get back to being your Authentic Self, your Spiritual Self. The Tao has the
power to help you reclaim your life from the temporal ego identity that is
imprisoning you. With the Tao you can discover your Authentic Identity by getting
back to the being-ness and oneness of living in the Divine Consciousness.
Through discovering these truths we can become the creators of the universe
instead of the passive observers we have been. We can learn to live life in the
infinity of the now verses living in the clutches of the Ego. The Tao shows us how
to grow detached from the ego identity by becoming in direct contact with our true
intent and motives that was meant for us. When we do, we begin to see
ourselves as we truly are. It is being authentic that we become reconnected to
the divine source. What is the Way of the Tao? It is the way things are in their
own natural progression of life and death. The way of intelligent design as shown
in nature, this is the way of the Tao. It is the way without dogmas, formalities or
religion. To live in the Tao is to live in peace and harmony. The Tao gives you the
knowledge of being one with the higher realm of divine consciousness and to
experience the innerconnectiveness to all living things. It is to have the
awareness of being in this world while knowing that you are not part of it because
you are more than all of this. You are one and 10,000 things at the same
moment. You are the song that the bird sings, the breeze blowing through the
trees, the fish swimming in a brook, the warmth of the sun shining from above,
the coolness of the earth below your feet, you are life and death, all at once and
not at all. There is no separation in the Divine Oneness. The Tao contains the
power to liberate you from the ego-imposed prison of the dualistic world. Living in
the Tao can bring a deep inner peace and a reconnection to the divine source.
The wisdom of the Tao is in a practical sense, a way to live life with the clarity of
knowing the universal truth. When you are living in the Tao, you will see
resistance and opposition fade away. Conflict and stress will become distant
memories. The issues of life become irrelevant or will simply disappear once you
start living your authentic self with the Tao. The Tao shows how to transcend all
those insurmountable obstacles that the ego has created. There is another level
of existence that is the real, true, genuine substance of who you are. This is the
authentic self. The authentic self is the real you that can be found at your
absolute core. It is the part of you not defined by your job, function, nationality,
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religion, race or role in life. It is the composite of all your skills, talents and
wisdom. It is all of the things that are uniquely yours and need expression, rather
than what you believe you are supposed to be and do. The choice we need to
make is whether to trust in our own nature, to be of a pure heart and mind or to
live in a world where we are trying to control everything. We have seen that going
against our nature provides no comfort or satisfaction for our souls. For authentic
satisfaction, for true peace, we must learn to realize who we are and where we
came from. The truth is all around us. You can hear the voice of god in the
laughter of children at play and in the songs of the birds. You can see God in all
his glory throughout all of nature. It is all around us to see and experience.
Remember you are part of this universe and here to experience it. Be your
Authentic Self and be one with it all. To live in the Tao and live your purpose is to
live life to the fullest.
Over 2500 years ago, The Tao Te Ching forms the fundamental core of modern
Taoist principles and has informed the beliefs and mode of life of the Chinese.
Ancient Taoism's wisdom in the Tao Te Ching is beautifully revealed in The Tao
Te Ching which helps people easily understand and apply in life. Through many
years, the power of Ancient Taoism religion still has a positive effect on modern
living not only Chinese people but also people all over the world. This book gives
you: - Find Your True Purpose - Develop Real-Life Wisdom - Discover True Inner
Peace and the Beauty in Life - Live With Passion -Find Compassion for Yourself
and Others - Find and Stay on the Right Path - Make Better Decisions - Improve
Your Communications Skills - Remember what is Important in Life.
The Tao of Sobriety shows how to apply eastern philosophy to enhance recovery
from addiction to alcohol and other drugs. With a few simple mental exercises,
readers can learn how to quiet "The Committee," those nasty mental voices that
undermine serenity and self-esteem. With leaders of the recovery movement
enthusiastically endorsing this uniquely helpful book, The Tao of Sobriety is an
invaluable addition to the recovery bookshelf.
The perfect book for readers who are interested in Taoism and want a little daily
inspiration. The Tao of Daily Life combines ancient Eastern wisdom with practical
application-perfect for busy Western readers! Derek Lin, Taoist master and
expert in Eastern philosophy, brings his deep knowledge of this time-honored
Chinese spiritual thought system into the twenty-first century. "There is one
simple reason for the Tao to have survived through the ages intact: it works,"
writes Lin. "The principles of the Tao are extremely effective when applied to life.
The philosophy as a whole is nothing less than a practical, useful guide to living
life in a way that is smooth, peaceful, and full of energy." Using the powerful
medium of stories and short dharma talks, Lin illuminates the Taoist secrets and
engages the reader in their inherent wisdom. As a result, the reader of The Tao
of Daily Life will notice certain changes, including: - being more composed and
more at ease in various situations; - being able to handle challenges and
difficulties with less effort and achieving better results; - experiencing greater
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power and clarity in all areas of life. The spiritual journey, as described by Derek
Lin, becomes the most worthwhile exploration anyone can take.
The ancient Stoics were deeply concerned with the virtue of equanimity.
Equanimity or 'inner peace' is a prerequisite for being a happy and flourishing
person according to Stoic philosophy. Therefore, it's no surprise that ancient
Stoic texts contain invaluable wisdom on how to calm the mind. The challenge,
however, is to find and translate this wisdom in a way that's simple and
comprehensible in our modern context, while still maintaining its profundity.
Einzelgänger studied the ancient Stoic texts and has been creating a (growing)
collection of essays on applying Stoic philosophy in everyday life.Most of these
essays have been published on YouTube in video format. Due to their popularity,
Einzelgänger decided to revise a selection of these essays on Stoicism and inner
peace, and release them in book format. Not only have all the texts been reedited and improved, many of them have been extended, and two unreleased
pieces about 'loneliness' and 'guilt' have been added to the collection. A focus on
inner peace is more than relevant in these challenging and unpredictable times.
Stoic philosophy can help us put things into perspective, let go of past events,
worry less about the future, and improve our overall experience of life.
This book is an invitation to come home to your authentic self in a world that is frequently
mesmerized by "spin," narcissism, fantasy, and exhibitionism. Psychology and classic wisdom
literature have, in various ways, long recognized the value for simply becoming who you are
(i.e., ordinariness). However, this call is becoming increasingly drowned out by the many other
voices that emphasize publicity and image-making over authenticity and humility. Renowned
therapist and author Robert Wicks has written The Tao of Ordinariness as a way of beginning
to address these tendencies in contemporary society. In this new countercultural work, the
strength and joy of exploring who you are - and proceeding to share yourself with others in a
way that they too can reclaim themselves - is revisited from a range of vantage points. The
author specifically reexamines themes of humility, simplicity, letting go, self-awareness,
"alonetime," resilience, and mentoring. In an era when people increasingly measure self-worth
by external measures, such as the number of likes and views and followers on social media
feeds (which have many individuals chasing impossible fantasies and living with a constant
fear of "missing out"), Wicks offers a return to your authentic self.
Say good-bye to the adversarial samurai managerial principles of the last decade. A new
philosophy is sweeping the business world, one that's more in tune with a global marketplace,
where cooperation, not competition, is the key to success. The Tao Te Ching is often hailed as
the wisest book ever written; for more than 2,000 years it has inspired and guided people with
its precepts of harmony, communication, vision, and renewal. In The Tao of Personal
Leadership, Diane Dreher combines its ancient wisdom with lessons from successful leaders
to provide a practical road map to becoming not just good managers but great leaders.
Illustrating her points with examples taken from real life, she explains the basic Taoist
principles readers can use to make the most of their resources, transcend conflict, transform
problems, adapt to change, and enrich their business, community, and personal lives.
NEW AGE | VISIONARY FICTION | ALLEGORY | INSPIRATIONAL | SPIRIT. Tormented by
the never-ending voices of his inner critic and the 'thought storms' in his mind, a disheartened
man travels West on the brink of despair, stopping overnight in a small Nebraska prairie town,
where he experiences a surprising inner awakening...Through this allegory, discover and
explore a key tool of self-awareness --'The Watcher' (witness consciousness)-- for finding
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peace on your own inner journey and spiritual path. Inspired by the profound wisdom of
Michael Singer's The Untethered Soul, the author here shares the process of one person's
internal struggle to understand--and escape from--the incessant voices of their inner self-critic.
Then --moving well beyond the entry point of self-criticism--this simple story delves deeply to
explore the very nature of thinking and emotions themselves and our relationship to them as
human beings. What is real? What is illusion? Who ARE you? Is it possible to be freed from
the "thought maze" that typically entangles a person in their everyday life? Through the
protagonist's journey the larger picture of personal identity and its relationship to thoughts and
feelings is revealed, as he unknowingly discovers a key tool of self-awareness that the reader
will also be able take away for everyday use on their own spiritual path. This transformation
evolves over the course of only 24 hours...yet magically, time stretches as the mind of the main
character opens and his heart begins to truly flow for the first time.This New Age work falls into
the more recently developing genre of Metaphysical & Visionary Fiction. Like James Redfield's
The Celestine Prophecy and Paulo Coelho's The Alchemist, the subtle--yet powerful--unfolding
of this allegorical journey will both captivate and inspire you!
We've all asked ourselves, “What should I do with my life?” “Where am I going?” “Is this what
I really want?” Whether you're graduating, changing careers, getting divorced, retiring, or just
confused about what's next, Your Personal Renaissance will help you find your calling.
Combining the lost wisdom of the Renaissance with groundbreaking research in positive
psychology, this book approaches a calling in its original definition-not just a job, but a joyous,
meaningful life. The book features an innovative program of contemplative steps (Discovery,
Detachment, Discernment, and Direction) and practices that help readers combat
overscheduling, stress, and depression-and change their lives.
A Peaceful Oasis! Whatever our current situation, we can all benefit from more peace and
calm in our lives. In "A Moment of Calm" Diana Ensign provides precisely that for her readers:
a tranquil respite from chaotic busyness. Ensign does so not with a 'How-To' book of
instructions but rather by simply inviting us to take a few moments to peacefully enter the quiet
space of our own hearts. With these 75 beautifully composed meditative essays, we are
offered an opportunity to delve deeper into our own lives-discovering the inner peace, healing,
and joy available to us in ordinary moments. As the Tao Te Ching instructs: Once the master's
work is done, the people say, "Amazing. We did it all by ourselves." With extraordinary poetic
grace, "A Moment of Calm" gently guides us to that inimitable gift of self-discovery on our path
to peace. Reviews "As we navigate these transcendent times, it helps to find those guides who
kindly move us along. Diana Ensign's gentle spirit offers that guidance. Her words remind us
that the gifts of peace and harmony are available, and we can move through life's journey
whatever the challenge." - Jan Richardson Hoss, MS, LMHC, Listening Heart, LLC. "Brilliant
yet simple! A Moment of Calm is filled with powerful, profound, and transformational insights,
practices, and affirmations. Diana Ensign has provided a beautiful pathway to a deeper
integration of personal awareness and to a miraculous, nourishing life." - Christine Lily Kessler,
Artist, Author, Energy Healer About the Author Diana J. Ensign, JD, is an Award-Winning
Author who writes about the human spirit. For over two decades, she has explored spiritual
teachings and wisdom traditions from a variety of sources. Two of her books, Heart Guide and
The Freedom to Be, are Independent Publisher Book Awards Gold Medal Winners. To learn
more, visit her website: www.dianaensign.com
Inspired by The School for The Work with Byron Katie(www.thework.com), where he found the
true line of his innerpeace,Costa became an international presenter and facilitatorfor individual
healing and interpersonal reconciliation. TheWork That Brings Peace in Methe name of his
book and ofhis presentationteaches much how to live The Present byquestioning our mind.
This elegant and lucid introduction to the traditions of Taoism and the masters who transmit
them will reward all those interested in China and in religions.
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Offers ecumenical meditations on love, perception, forgiveness, eternal life, and theoretical
concepts in theology

What if there was an underlying universal language that encompassed everything in
your reality but you simply were not aware? What if you had been led away from this
truth as a child? Would you want to know? What if you could find a way to rediscover
your connection to it and in doing so could change your whole perspective on life and
your powerful place within it? Through significant philosophical conversations with
spiritual leaders, scientists, researchers, and philosophers from around the globe
coupled with his own life experiences, Author, Scott Leuthold gained new perspectives
on his reality. In his new book Rediscovering Your Divine Music, he shares a timely
message that we must reconnect with our natural world and learn to love and respect
ourselves, everyone, and everything under the premise that all is one.
The Tao of Womanhood is for every woman who is searching for both external power
and internal peace. It's for the woman who wants to be tough but nice, who wants to
take care of things and everyone else but needs to be reminded to look after herself,
who feels pulled in too many directions and yearns to live a full, balanced life. It's for the
woman who wants to be a strong, proactive leader at work and at home, and lead a life
of harmony and inner peace. A spiritual resource that combines the wisdom of the Tao
Te Ching with straightforward advice and illuminating anecdotes, The Tao of
Womanhood is a prescriptive, practical road map. Using Taoist principles, teacher and
spiritualist Dreher explains how any woman can learn to incorporate calm into her busy
modern life by learning how to Say "no" without feeling guilty Respond without being
frantic or reactive Seize opportunities Summon the strength to change Clear the space
necessary for continual growth transformation Calm and reassuring, The Tao of
Womanhood imparts the invigorating message to all women -- whether stay-at-home
moms or corporate executives -- that leading a balanced and fulfilling life does not
mean surrendering peace of mind.
Bestselling author and lecturer Dr. Wayne W. Dyer has written a thought-provoking
book for those of us who have chosen to consciously be on our life path. The ten
"secrets" for success and inner peace presented here apply whether you’re just
embarking on your path, are nearing the end of it, or are on the path in any way. Dr.
Dyer urges you to read these ten secrets with an open heart. By doing so, you’ll learn
to feel the peace of God that truly defines success.
This text offers an opportunity to internalize and directly experience the great wisdom of
the Tao Te Ching, a collection of verses authored by the Chinese prophet Lao-tzu.
Although just 81 short verses, the Tao encourages readers to change their lives by
literally changing the way they think.
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